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The Survey Research Centre

Our mandate:
to support research on campus conducted 

by students, faculty and administration, and in 
the larger community, through consultation, 
courses and seminars

www.src.uwaterloo.ca



The Survey Research Centre

Our staff:
Co-Directors Professor Mary Thompson, Statistics and 
Professor John Goyder, Sociology
Office manager Fiona Heath
Special projects manager Kathleen McSpurren
Call centre supervisor Lindsey Skromeda



Services

Survey methodology
Ethics applications
Sampling
Questionnaire design
Data collection
Data analysis/ Reporting

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This list corresponds with the stages in survey research.  Wherever you are in your process, you can come by for a half hour to an hour consultation.

However, if you need more support, we operate on a cost-recovery basis, since we have no operating budget from the university.



Survey Methodology

Research approach
Telephone, mail, web or combination methods

Response rates
Incentives
Pre-contact efforts
Follow-ups/reminders

Other design types: experimental, validation, 
evaluation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Combining modes is becoming more common, since response rates are falling for all methods, and using a multi-mode approach can capture some of the non-respondents through other methods.  For example, combining web and mail is very easy and offers about 10 to 15% another way that may mean they complete the survey whereas they may have been unwilling to do the mail portion

Since response rates are falling, we have been conducting research on what can increase them, or at least stop them from falling.  





Ethics Applications

Ethical issues
Review process advice
Completion of ethics submission
Standard scripting



Sampling

Sampling frames
Power calculations
Types of sampling

Simple
Stratified
Systematic
Cluster



Questionnaire Design

Questionnaire consultation
Flow
Wording
Open versus closed questions
Scale construction



Data Collection

Quality
Format
Verification
Goals of study



Data Analysis and Reporting

Top line analysis
Sub-group analysis
Tables
Interpretation
Graphical representations



Recent Projects

Best Practices in Problem Gambling Measurement

Ontario Tobacco Research

Wind Energy in Waterloo Region

Referral Wait-times for Optometric Conditions

Undergraduate Program Evaluation in Math Faculty

First Year Engineering Students Survey

St Jerome’s Alumni Survey

Workplace Safety for Teens

Walkable Communities



Statistics Consulting Service

The Statistical Consulting Service at the University of Waterloo is the unit through 
which the Department of Statistics and Actuarial Science provides statistical 
advice to those working on research problems.

The faculty and staff associated with the Consulting Service will be pleased to help 
with:

Designing experiments, surveys, and other studies 

Monitoring intermediate stages of long-term projects 

Analyzing data, and interpreting results 

Using statistical software packages such as SAS, or SPSS 

Contacting an expert in the particular area of statistics or mathematics which 
you wish to use 

Arranging a presentation on a statistical topic. 

http://www.stats.uwaterloo.ca/stats_navigation/Consulting/StatConsulting.shtml



Research Process

Hypothesis
testing

Empirical 
Generalizations Observation

Theories

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Your design choice would depend on where you see your work within the cycle of research – is it exploratory or explanatory

Are you at a point where you could create good measures to test hypotheses based on theories in the field?  
Are there any existing instruments you could use to replicate other work?

Or are you at a point where you have noticed something in the classroom, which, over time becomes a pattern, but you need to explore the issues through the students’ perspective, collecting information about how they see the issue, the language they would use to understand and frame it.



Research Design Choices

Type of Data

Qualitative Quantitative

Face-to-face 
interviews

Journals 
or diaries

Cross-sectional
survey ExperimentFocus

Groups

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Begin at the end, with the data – have a very detailed picture in your mind about what you want your data to be like…  assessing teaching methods and tools can involve many types of data collection methods and numerous design choices.  
But if you have a definite plan at the beginning about what you will do with your data in the end, making these decisions is far more straightforward.

These are not exhaustive lists of types of data collection – just examples you could choose from.





Data

Qualitative
Descriptive
Detailed
Idiographic
Emerging themes or 
concepts

Quantitative
Descriptive 
Concise
Nomothetic
Levels of measurement
Counts/statistics

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Qualitative:  very detailed and descriptive; can provide an idiographic analysis of event, but this is particular to the moment/event.

Quantitative:  also can be descriptive, but more concise; can provide nomothetic explanation or analysis, meaning can be applied across many similar events, but only if there is random selection of respondents, or a census.



Data Analysis

When data is collected, what will be your plan?
Qualitative data plan

Emergence of themes
Count incidences
Examine or describe sub-groups

Quantitative data plan
Cross-tabular tables of demographics by each 
question
Comparing means (scales can be treated as 
means) across different groups or times
Multivariate models

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Do you want to use a program such as NVivo?  Or process and interpret by sifting through yourself and colour coding, numbering etc.

Can count, but only in a descriptive way – not really the point of qual data
Want to look at groups or individuals within the data, to compare them or describe who they are.

Cross-tabs are the basic quant output – see them everywhere, in newspaper, etc.  Usually show differences (or lack of differences) between subgroups in the population, based on demographic characteristics: gender, age, region, income etc…  but are certainly not limited to demos

Can compare means or averages between groups (experiment is prime example, which we’ll talk about in a bit).  Scales using more qualitative labels, such as level of agreement, can be treated as mean levels of agreement.  

A multivariate model would incorporate many demos, and factors into more complex understanding of outcomes – these can be predictive, such as regression



Research Design Choices

What factors influence decisions about design?
Purpose
Scope
Timing
Cost
Access to resources



Cross-sectional Survey

One-time snapshot of attitudes
Standardized question formats
Self-reporting is possible
Effective with large groups

Course evaluations as example

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The most commonly used survey tool is the one-time snapshot, or cross-sectional survey.

The timing of a cross-sectional survey means that it captures attitudes at that moment, and therefore illustrates only that moment.  It is difficult to show change over time, or how variables are related to each other in time with a one-time data capture.

Standardized qs allow that everyone is asked in the same way, and provides an answer from a set of answers presented to them – this greatly reduces the effort it takes to analyze the answers.  If you have a large group, this will be very important.   But standardized qs can limit the information you collect from the respondents, in that they can’t give you anything you haven’t already anticipated !!  And this is very important.

Self reporting works well with this type of research design – you can rely on respondents filling out something on their own, without needing an interviewer taking them through questions and guiding a conversation.  However, self reports are notoriously unreliable!!  So be careful about recall issues.





Experimental design

Demonstrating causality:

1. Correlation 
2. Temporal order
3. Non-spuriousness

x y

z

x B y

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Three factors needed to demonstrate causality:  that x and y are both changing; that x precedes y in time; and that there are no other reasons why x and y would be changing, such as z or B



Experimental Model

Experimental Group Control Group
Measure 

Dependent
Variable 

Measure 
Dependent
Variable 

Treatment

RE-Measure 
Dependent
Variable 

RE-Measure 
Dependent
Variable 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is the classic experimental design. In ideal conditions, this could be a decisive tool to demonstrate causality.  But the ideal conditions need to be met:

Two groups, one experimental, one control for comparison purposes.  A test-retest set of measures. And random assignment to either group.

First would measure dependent variable: in order to demonstrate causality, need:
Two measures should be similar in first measure

At RE-measure, see differences

If we didn’t have the control group, we may see differences even though there was no effect of the treatment, simply because measuring something can create an awareness in the respondents, who will change their answers in the re-test/re-measurement phase, regardless of treatment.  This will be captured if the classic exp design is employed, and both groups show changes in the re-measure phase…

What could account for difference?

Non-random assignment leading to confounding effects, eg. One section of course has mostly engineers, while another section has broad spectrum of students -Need random assignment to groups – otherwise, some bias may be affecting two different outcomes.  If you can’t achieve random assignment, need to match pairs

Next slide has more comprehensive list of threats to demonstrating causality.




Validity of Experiments

Threats to internal validity:
1. History
2. Maturation
3. Testing
4. Instrumentation
5. Statistical regression
6. Mortality
7. Diffusion or cross-pollination
8. Compensation
9. Rivalry or demoralization

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Besides the two I just discussed, selection bias and causal time-order, there are many other threats to an experiment:

Time passing/historical events – something occurs that changes the respondents’ reactions, independent of the treatment, for example, an exam outcome is poor for the whole class and this shakes them up a bit. 

Also, maturation occurs over time, and individuals may change their responses because they are changing through maturity.

Instrumentation:  make sure the two pre and post test measures are taken with the same instrument or set of questions.

Statistical regression:  if you begin with extreme measures in your groups, things are very likely to change on average, no matter what treatment they receive, or not.  Extremes are rare and a movement toward an average or middle ground is inevitable.

Is there experimental mortality, i.e. a drop-out factor that affects the second measures?  Poorer students not remaining in the course, or not coming to class the second time.

Can the two groups communicate with each other and therefore share information about the treatment?

Is there any effort to compensate the group not getting the treatment?  This happens in medical studies, and therefore are best done as double-blind studies, where no one knows who is getting what.

Is there any competition or hard feelings about being in a certain group, and therefore a change in behaviour/attitudes as a result?



Best Practices

Four types of error in surveys (Dillman, 1999)

Sampling

Coverage

Measurement

Non-response

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As described by Dillman 1999

Sampling error: surveying only portion, rather than doing census (this is the plus or minus certain percentage points info)  - any sampling has the possibility of error, even when random selection is involved.

Coverage error:  all units do not have known, greater than zero probability of selection – some could have no chance of selection, some have multiple chances

Measurement error: poorly worded questions, not measuring intended topic

Non-response error: not getting responses from people in pop who might be different if they did respond

We will consider each in terms of how it relates to surveys




Sampling Error

Must have random selection to assess – error 

is random

Can calculate this very precisely

If you have low incidence in population, need 

large sample

If population is small, N can be small

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sampling: this error applies with random sampling of a population, where your purpose is to infer to the whole population with a margin of error – this may not be what you are intending to do, if you are doing a more purposeful sampling.

But if study is for inference to larger population, you can calculate this, or even figure out in advance what size of sample you need (called power calculations) to infer with confidence.

Low incidence in pop can require large N, since sampling error can wipe out your estimate.  Problem gambling study – 2 – 5% in population, so a margin of error of 3.5 percentage points can mean your estimate is zero!



Coverage Error

Zero chance of selection

Multiple chances of selection

Differing characteristics of included/excluded 

members

Error is not random, but systematic

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Coverage: this relates back to the panel discussion earlier – how is the panel created?  If there are members of the public/population who have a zero chance of being contacted and completing the survey, because they do not have internet access, email addresses or other access to the technology, or members who could be chosen more than once, this is coverage error.

Panels are notorious for this issue.

Also has to do with the quality of sampling frame- if its out of date, containing high percentage of inaccuracies, compiled in a biased way, then have coverage error.

Question is: can this error be ignored?  According to some previous slides, no.  Academic researchers tend to avoid web surveys for this very reason – can’t ignore that part of the population is left out.




Measurement Error

Reliability
Test-retest
Inter-rater 
Inter-item

Validity
Content
Face 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Measurement:  respondent-friendly design with adequate instructions and clear wording to elicit the best response

Many issues involved with this type of error.  This is where a methods course and pretesting can catch the errors involved in each question.  For example, is “reported study habits” an adequate measure of actual study habits?

Reliability – find questions used in past – can assume well tested if published in reputable journal; test/retest assumes stable concept over time; inter-rater assumes subjective measures need multiple POVs to assess; correlation of index items.

Content: is question/answer categories comprehensive?

Face:  Complex concepts measured by simple questions?





Non-response Error

Response rates declining 

Bias from lack of responses from selected 

individuals

Random selection from frame should help

Correct by comparison?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is the potential bias created by missing some people you had selected to participate

RRs going down, have been for a long while, but much quicker in this decade.  Much research on whether you can ignore this type of error if you know something about who answers and who doesn’t and assume they would not answer any differently.

In terms of what you can expect in response rates, of course, it depends. Research shows variation from 0% to 70%, but on average not usually more than 30% for specific groups.  Combining with paper can increase – or using as supplement to paper (eg. West Side study had 85% RR and 12% of that was web returns).  With specific groups on campus, we’ve had anywhere from 30 to 55% response rate with students, much higher with staff.  Keep in mind that these days, the average RDD telephone study does not get more than 40% RR anymore, with all the screening and refusals increasing.

difficult to know if your responding group is different from any other members/groups who did not reply and complete a survey.  Can do some statistical tests to see if your group is representative (eg. Eng web survey responders….  Were students who had already become less engaged less likely to respond and therefore we can’t get their opinions – they might be different since they are disengaged.)  also checked the gender breakdown to see if women were under-represented.



Maximizing Response

Pre-contact

Promotion 

Multiple contacts

Personalized contact

Multiple modes of contact

Incentives

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Heads-up letter/note/postcard to alert person of upcoming study. See POQ 2002 study by Goldstein and Jennings – led to 12% increase in response rate compared to group who had no precontact.  In our Gambling study, precontact postcard seemed to increase response and awareness, but cannot assume in that case that everyone saw the postcard, since we asked and many did not remember getting it.  With eng study, we asked profs to promote the study by mentioning it and stressing its importance.  Cant tell if it had an effect, but comparing rr to coop students and it is lower (also because of in-class data collection though)

Cook et al, 2000, meta-analysis of web response rates showed multiple contact as single most important factor to increase RR; followed by personalized contact, then pre-contact of some sort

Personalizing email/letter with a mail merge is ideal – your choice whether to use first name only or a title and first/last name.  This also depends on your sampling frame – do you have this info for everyone?  If not, can only use your complete fields.

Using email invitations is the best way: link can be embedded, log in info included, they are already online when they read the note so easy to begin survey.  But can use other modes of contact as well.  Mailed letter with url and log in included can encourage some responses.  Telephone invitation to web is more difficult – do you collect email info or just give website?  Even those with best intentions may not remember to do it, since they are not likely to be online when you call.

Incentives – lots of research on this and they seem to work.  Realistically with web it has to be post-paid type of incentive, which is too bad since prepaid gets better results.  But can be chance to win something, iTunes download, gift certificate, etc.




Questionnaires

Basic Dos and Don’ts
avoid double-barreled questions 
respondent must be competent to answer 
questions should be relevant
short items are best
avoid negative items or statements
avoid biased items and terms

Presenter
Presentation Notes
From Babbie, Survey Research Methods, recent edition (10th or 11th)

(don't assume the person you are questioning knows the terms you are using). 
(make sure the question asks only one clear thing). 
(don't ask questions that the respondent won't accurately be able to answer). 
(don't ask questions on topics that respondents don't care about or haven't thought about).
(so that they may be read, understood, and answered quickly).
(if you ask whether librarians should not be paid more, it will confuse respondents).
(be sensitive to the effect of your wording on respondents).




Questionnaires

avoid slang, jargon, and technical terms
use very clear definitions when using 
complex concepts
develop consistent response methods or 
scales
use impersonal questions
avoid biasing later responses
develop exhaustive and mutually exclusive 
response categories

Presenter
Presentation Notes
From Busha and Harten, 1980



Questionnaires

move from the general to the specific 
group questions by theme
create an attractive and professional 
questionnaire format



Scales

Labeling
Length of scale
Balance of scale
Labels on all points
Labels on extremes only
Labels on midpoint

Layout
Vertical
Horizontal
Linear or not



Providing Instructions

Numbers

Don’t know option

Open text boxes

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Numbers need instructions – just above or beside if possible – indicate decimals, etc by showing example

DK in self-administered survey is debated these days.  Could have one instruction in beginning to tell person to skip questions where they don’t know – some research supporting this idea…  others say should have the option there so you can distinguish between fatigue/refusals and DK

Open text box may need limits on length of info provided, otherwise respondent is unsure of expected volume of response.  Shape and size of box should reflect expectations.  Scrollable for longer text entries, fixed limits for small entries

Electronic instructions/error messages based on programming parameters can be very frustrating for respondents.  Either they don’t read them or don’t understand the message, and if it is a requirement of the field that the format follow the programmed limits, you can lose respondents to this issue.  They just close the browser and give up.  But can have error messages that just warn but don’t stop the person from moving on…  these are better but if Java scripts are disabled by respondent’s browser, may not see them.




Look and Feel

Font choice? San serif recommended

Style of font to suit subject

Avoid distractions not adding to survey

Emphasis?  Avoid using too much

Presenter
Presentation Notes
San serif easier to read, without the extra stylized aspects of a serif font

Choose font that suits issue/topic you are investigating.  Something funky and fun might suit if your audience is teenagers, but not adults.

Sometimes the flash might just distract participant from the study, so don’t need to get too fancy

Need to assume reader gives full attention to every question and only use emphasis when need to clarify or one q is similar to another with a small change – emphasize the change
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